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Abstract— We present a path-planning algorithm
that leverages a multi-scale representation of the
environment. The algorithm works in n dimensions.
The information of the environment is stored in a tree
representing a recursive dyadic partitioning of the
search space. The information used by the algorithm is
the probability that a node of the tree corresponds to
an obstacle in the search space. The complexity of the
proposed algorithm is analyzed and its completeness
is shown.

I. Introduction
The success of any path-planning algorithm depends
on the perception algorithm used to localize the agent
and create the map of the environment, including the
obstacles. Often, it is advantageous to hierarchically
organize the collected data about the environment. This
is motivated by the following two observations: First,
processing all collected data at the finest resolution
may be computationally prohibitive, especially for small
robotic platforms with limited on-board computational
resources. In addition, processing all collected information at the same temporal and spatial scale may not
even be necessary for path-planning purposes, as path
feasibility is primarily determined by the obstacles in the
vicinity of the vehicle; far away obstacles, on the other
hand, affect longer-term objectives, such as exploring the
environment, reaching the goal state, etc. Second, this
multi-scale hierarchy is often brought about by the perception system itself. Indeed, depending on the sensors,
the collected information about the environment is rarely
uniformly accurately known, and collected information
is often represented by probability values modeling measurement uncertainty [21].
Different approaches have been studied for solving
path-planning problems using multi-scale maps. Topdown approaches consist of finding a path at the coarsest
resolution level and subsequently progressively increasing
its resolution [8], [16]. Bottom-up approaches solve the
problem at each node at the finest resolution level and
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combine the results at different resolution levels. This
approach yields optimality, but requires knowing and
processing the entire map at the finest resolution [13],
which may be computationally expensive. Holte [6] describes an approach that includes bottom-up and topdown analysis of the data by generalizing the multiscale problem to a multi-abstraction problem. From the
finest information, an abstraction of the problem can be
constructed such that the topology of the original search
space is maintained in the abstraction, and the size of
the problem is reduced. Repeating the process leads to
a sequence of abstractions topologically similar to the
original search space, but with a decreasing size of the
resulting abstract search spaces. Another approach is to
use information at different resolutions simultaneously.
This idea is explored in [3], where areas near the current
vehicle are represented accurately, while farther-away
areas are coarsely-encoded by using a transformation
on the wavelet coefficients. The approach is shown to
be complete and very fast. A similar approach is used
to create a local map in [1], but quadtrees are used
instead of wavelets and only local planning is done. Other
algorithms have been developed using multi-resolution
maps, but they are often applied to a given non-uniform
grid, without using the information at different resolution
scales for the same region of the search space [4], [17].
In this paper we propose an extension of the algorithm
introduced in [3] that is applicable for solving pathplanning problems in n-dimensional search spaces. The
algorithm uses an approach similar to [1] to create a local
representation of the environment. We also propose a
new way to incorporate the collected information that
takes into account the spatial coherency of the data using
a conditional random field (CRF) [12]. The algorithm
directly utilizes data-structures created from state-ofthe-art perception algorithms, such as octrees [7] or
wavelet-coefficient trees [22], which allows the proposed
path-planning algorithm to be easily incorporated in
such perception algorithms, thus tightly integrating the
perception and execution layers in autonomous robotic
systems.
II. Problem Formulation
A. Multiresolution World Representation
The environment W ⊂ Rd is assumed to be a ddimensional grid world contained within a hypercube of
side length 2` . The world W is not perfectly known,
but an estimate of the probability label of each cell is
maintained in a tree T = (N , R) created from a set
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of measurements D. Each nk,p ∈ N has the following
properties:
• It represents a hypercube H(nk,p ) ⊆ W of side
length 2k and volume 2dk centered at p.
• It is at depth ` − k in T .
d
• Its children are nk−1,qi , i ∈ [1, 2 ] where qi = p +
2k−2 ei and where ei is each of the 2d (d-dimensional)
vectors generated by [±1, ±1, . . . , ±1]. The hypercubes associated with the children of the node nk,p
induce a dyadic partitioning of H(nk,p ), as follows
S 2d
H(nk,p ) = i=1 H(nk−1,qi ).
• The node is a leaf of T if it has no children.
• The value V (nk,p ) of node nk,p is the probability
that the label of H(nk,p ) is obstacle if it is a leaf, or
the average of the values of its children if the node
nk,p is not a leaf. That is,
(
P (onk,p = obstacle|D), if nk,p is a leaf,
V (nk,p ) = 1 P2d
otherwise,
i=1 V (nk−1,qi ),
2d
where onk,p ∈ {obstacle, f ree space} is the binary
occupancy label associated with H(nk,p ) and D is
the set of measurements used to create T .
B. The Path-Planning Problem
Two nodes of T are neighbors if their corresponding
hypercubes share a face, specifically, their intersection is
a hypercube of dimension d−1. A necessary and sufficient
condition for two nodes nk1 ,p1 and nk2 ,p2 to be neighbors
is that both of the following two conditions are satisfied:
a) kp1 − p2 k∞ = 2k1 −1 + 2k2 −1 ,
b) There exists a unique i ∈ [1, d], such that |(p1 −
p2 )i | = 2k1 −1 + 2k2 −1 , where (p1 − p2 )i is the ith
component of the vector.
We define a path π = (nk1 ,p1 , nk2 ,p2 , . . . , nkN ,pN ) in
N to be a sequence of nodes nki ,pi ∈ N , each at
corresponding position pi and depth `−ki in T , such that
two consecutive nodes of the sequence are neighbors. A
path is a finest information path (FIP) if all its nodes
are leafs of T . Note that a finest information path may
contain nodes that are not of unit size. Given ε ∈ [0, 1),
a node nk,p ∈ N is an ε-obstacle if V (nk,p ) ≥ 1 − 2−dk ε.
A path π is ε-feasible if none of its nodes are ε-obstacles.
Proposition 1. If a node in T is an ε-obstacle, then all
leaf nodes descendant from this node are also ε-obstacles.
Proof. Let nk,p ∈ N and let nmi ,qi , where i ∈ [1, L] be
the descendant leaf nodes of nk,p . From the definition of
V (nk,p ) it can be easily shown that
V (nk,p ) =

L
1 X dmi
2 V (nmi ,qi ).
2dk i=1

(1)

Since the leaf nodes descendent from nk,p form a partiPL
tion of H(nk,p ), it follows that 2dk = i=1 2dmi .
Suppose now that nk,p is an ε-obstacle and assume, on
the contrary, that there exists nmj ,qj , j ∈ [1, L] such that
nmj ,qj is not an ε-obstacle, i.e., assume that V (nmj ,qj ) <
1 − 2−dmj ε. Since nk,p is an ε-obstacle, V (nk,p ) ≥ 1 −

2−dk ε. It follows, from (1), that


L
X
1
2dmi V (nmi ,qi ) + 2dmj V (nmj ,qj )
V (nk,p ) = dk 
2
i=1,i6=j

d(mj −k)

<1−2

+ 2d(mj −k) (1 − 2−dmj ε) < 1 − 2−dk ε.

leading to a contradiction.
Using a threshold for the ε-obstacle that depends on
the size of the node extends the work in [3] to any value
of ε ∈ [0, 1) instead of only small enough ε.
III. Proposed Algorithm: The multi-scale Path
Planning (MSPP) Algorithm
The overall idea of the proposed multi-scale Path
Planning (MSPP) algorithm is to iteratively solve smaller
problems instead of solving the original problem at once.
Starting at iteration i = 0 from nk0 ,p0 = nstart , the
algorithm uses T to create a local representation of the
environment encoded in the reduced graph Gi = (Vi , Ei ),
where Vi ⊆ N , as shown in Figure 1. The vertices of Gi
are a collection of the nodes of T forming a partition of
the search space, with fine resolution around the current
node, say nki ,pi , at iteration i, and with progressively
coarser resolutions away from nki ,pi (see Figure 1). The
resolution levels and the horizon of each resolution level
are controlled by the parameters ` and α (see Section IVC). The graph Gi is thus a spatial representation of W,
as opposed to T , which is a hierarchical representation
of W.
In order to avoid confusion, henceforth we will refer
to the elements of Gi as vertices, and the elements of T
as nodes. Every vertex corresponds to a node, but the
converse is not true. The notation node(v) ∈ N will be
used to refer to the node in N corresponding to vertex
v ∈ Vi .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: (a) Example environment W with the current cell,
nki ,pi , shown in red. Obstacles are drawn with solid blue
color; (b) Corresponding tree T ; (c) Reduced graph Gi
around nki ,pi in red and corresponding space partition.
A sequence of path-planning problems are solved in
each graph Gi , (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .) as follows. The shortest
i
i
i
) from vstart
to
path πigoal = (vstart
, π1i , π2i , π3i , . . . , vgoal
i
i
i
vgoal is found in Gi , where vstart and vgoal are the
vertices in Gi that are the (unique) ancestors of nki ,pi
i
) ∈ Ei . Let
and ngoal in T , πki ∈ Vi and (πki , πk+1
i+1
i
nki+1 ,pi+1 = node(π1 ). Then vstart is set to nki+1 ,pi+1 and
i
for some i ≥ 0.
the process is repeated until π1i = vgoal
i
At iteration i, let the partial path candidate πstart
=
(nk0 ,p0 , nk1 ,p1 , . . . , nki ,pi ) be the path constructed by the
algorithm thus far. By construction (see Proposition 5),
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the vertices of Gi neighboring nki ,pi are necessarily leafs
of T and hence are finest information nodes. It follows
i
that πstart
is a FIP, and hence at termination the path
π = (nk0 ,p0 , nk1 ,p1 , . . . , ngoal ) is also a FIP.
A. Reduced Graph Construction
The vertices of Gi are selected recursively
starting from the root of T using the function GetReducedGraphVertices. A node nk,p ∈ N
is selected to be included as a vertex in Gi if all of the
following are true:
√
a) The node nk,p is a leaf, or kp − pi k2 − 2d 2ki > α2k ,
where pi and ` − ki are the position and the depth
of the current node nki ,pi , respectively, and α > 0 is
a parameter.
b) The node nk,p is not an ε-obstacle.
c) The node nk,p does not contain a part of the partial
i
path candidate πstart
= (nk0 ,p0 , nk1 ,p1 , . . . , nki ,pi ),
that is, H(nk,p ) ∩ H(nkj ,pj ) = ∅, j = 0, 1, . . . , i.
When a node is not selected, its children are then
considered, and the process repeats itself until all nodes
of T have been processed. The selected nodes form a
partition of the search space from which we have removed
ε-obstacles (condition b)) and all nodes corresponding
to the current partial path candidate since we want a
loopless ε-feasible solution (condition c)). Every pair of
nodes selected is tested against the neighborhood tests,
and edges are created between neighboring nodes.

5
6

18

else
visits(nki ,pi )← ∅;
i+1
i
πstart
=removeLastElement(πstart
);
i+1
if πstart = ∅ then
Report failure;
else
i+1
);
nki+1 ,pi+1 ←lastElement(πstart

19

i ← i + 1;

20

Report failure;

12
13
14
15
16
17

In our implementation the cost of traversing a node is
chosen as

Function GetReducedGraphVertices
Data: Node nk,p ,Vertex list vertices, Current node
nki ,pi
√
d k
k
1 if (kp − pi k2 − 2 2 i ≥ α2 OR isLeaf(nk,p )) AND
doesNotContainPath(nk,p ) then
2
if cost(nk,p )< M then
3
vertices ← vertices ∪ nk,p
4

Algorithm 1: The MSPP Algorithm
Data: Tree T , Start node nstart , Goal node ngoal
Result: ε-feasible FIP from nstart to ngoal or failure
0
1 i ← 0, nki ,pi ← nstart ,πstart ← [nki ,pi ];
2 visits(nk,p )← ∅,∀nk,p ;
3 while true do
i
i
) ←ReducedGraph(T ,nki ,pi );
4
(Gi , vstart
, vgoal
goal
i
5
πi
←SP(Gi , vstart
, vgoal,i ,visits(nki ,pi ));
goal
6
if exists(πi ) then
7
nki+1 ,pi+1 ←node(firstElement(πigoal ));
8
visits(nki ,pi )←visits(nki ,pi )∪nki+1 ,pi+1 ;
i+1
i
9
πstart
← [πstart
nki+1 ,pi+1 ];
10
if nki+1 ,pi+1 =ngoal then
i+1
11
return πstart
;

cost(nk,p ) = 2dk (λ1 V (nk,p ) + λ2 )

else
foreach nm,q child of nk,p do
GetReducedGraphVertices(nm,q ,vertices,nki ,pi )

B. Backtracking Algorithm
The proposed MSPP algorithm is a backtracking algorithm [18] and is summarized in Algorithm 1. At each
iteration i, the algorithm creates the reduced graph Gi as
detailed in Section III-A. It then evokes a search to find
i
the shortest path from the vertex vstart
corresponding
i
to the current node nki ,pi = node(vstart ) to the vertex
i
corresponding to the goal node ngoal . To guarantee
vgoal
completeness of the MSPP algorithm, the invoked search
algorithm must return a solution, if one exists. The A∗
algorithm [5] is used in our implementation. Once the
algorithm reaches the goal, it terminates and returns the
i
solution path stored in πstart
. Note that if the algorithm
backtracks when nki ,pi = nstart then it will have tried
every possible path without finding a solution, in which
case it reports failure.

(2)

where λ1 , λ2 ∈ (0, 1]. Other costs can be chosen depending on the problem at hand. The cost in (2) takes into
account the probability that the node nk,p is an obstacle
with weight λ1 , and it adds the length of the path
with weight λ2 , scaled by the volume of the hypercube
corresponding to the node.
It is clear that it is desirable to detect non-promising
partial path candidates as soon as possible in order to
backtrack early on, and avoid spending computational
resources completing a partial path candidate that will
not lead to a valid solution. The following corollary guarantees the existence of a path in G̃i when there exists an
ε-feasible FIP contained in the space represented by G̃i .
In the following, R̃i denotes the region
S in W represented
by the vertices of G̃i , that is, R̃i = vi ∈Ṽi H(node(vi )).
Proposition 2. Suppose there exists an ε-feasible FIP
from nki ,pi to ngoal contained in R̃i . Then there exists an
i
i
.
ε-feasible path in G̃i from vstart
to vgoal
Proof. Suppose there exists an ε-feasible FIP π =
i
) to πL =
(π1 , π2 , . . . , πL ) from π1 = nki ,pi = node(vstart
ngoal contained in R̃i . Note that, for each πj , there exists
a unique vertex vj ∈ G̃i , such that H(πj ) ⊂ H(node(vj ))
and consider the path (v1 , v2 , . . . , vL ) in G̃i . Note that
i
i
. Since the path π is ε-feasible,
v1 = vstart
and vL = vgoal
it follows that πj is not an ε-obstacle. Furthermore,
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πj is a descendant of node(vj ) ∈ T , hence by the
contrapositive of Proposition 1, vj is not an ε-obstacle.
The path (v1 , v2 , . . . , vL ) is then an ε-feasible path from
i
i
in G̃i .
vstart
to vgoal

ngoal
π11
π10
π6

nstart

π1π2

π7

π8

i
vgoal

v6

π9

π5

v5

π4

v4

π3

(a)

that the MSPP algorithm backtracks from nstart , say,
i
at iteration i. It then follows that πstart
= (nstart ).
However, every FIP path from nstart has nstart as its
i
first element, and hence πstart
⊂ π. The last expression
i
implies, however, that πstart
can be extended to ngoal
using an ε-feasible FIP, namely, π. From Proposition 3
it follows that the algorithm does not backtrack from
nstart , a contradiction. Hence the algorithm returns the
ε-feasible FIP π 0 .

v1 v2

B. Complexity
The reduced graph Gi keeps nodes of size 1 in a sphere
of radius α centered at nki ,pi , nodes of size 2 in a sphere
of radius 2α centered at nki ,pi , etc., and nodes of size 2`
in a sphere of size 2` α centered at nki ,pi . All these spheres
contain approximately the same number of nodes S, since

v3

(b)

Fig. 2: (a) Example environment W with the current cell,
nki ,pi , shown in red. Example of a ε-feasible FIP π from
nki ,pi to ngoal shown in orange; (b) The graph G̃i and the
i
underlying environment partition. vstart
is drawn with
red and orange is used for the path (v1 , . . . , vL ) in G̃i
corresponding to π. Note that all the nodes from π7 to
i
.
ngoal are mapped to the same vertex vgoal
IV. Algorithm Properties
A. Completeness
At iteration i, let a valid extension of the current
i
partial path candidate πstart
= (nk0 ,p0 , nk1 ,p1 , . . . , nki ,pi )
be an ε-feasible FIP from nki ,pi to ngoal that does
i
not have common nodes with πstart
. Note that a valid
extension is a FIP and hence it is a path consisting
only of leafs of T . The following proposition guarani
tees that
S any valid extension of πstart is contained in
R̃i = vi ∈Ṽi H(node(vi )), where R̃i is the region in W
represented
S by the vertices of G̃i . Similarly, we will use
Ri = vi ∈Vi H(node(vi )) to denote the region represented by theSvertices of Gi . We will also use the notation
i
i
H(πstart
) = j=0 H(nkj ,pj ).
Proposition 3. Let i be the current iteration number.
Suppose that, for all j = 0, 1, . . . , i − 1, the MSPP algorithm backtracked only if there were no valid extensions
j
i
of πstart
. Then, any valid extension of πstart
is fully
contained in R̃i . Furthermore, if the MSPP algorithm
backtracked at iteration i, there is no valid extension of
i
πstart
.
Proposition 4. The MSPP algorithm is complete.
Proof. The MSPP algorithm performs an informed
depth-first search on a finite tree Tpath , tree of ε-feasible
loopless FIP starting from nstart , so it visits each branch
of the tree Tpath at most once and terminates in finite
time. Suppose now that there exists an ε-feasible FIP
π from nstart to ngoal . Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that π is not found by the MSPP algorithm.
It follows that either the MSPP algorithm returns a
different ε-feasible FIP π 0 or it backtracks from nstart
and reports failure (see Line 15 in Algorithm 1). Suppose

S≈

π d/2
volume of the sphere of size 2k α
αd
≈
volume of a node at level k
Γ( d2 + 1)

is independent of k. Hence, while the search space grows
exponentially, as 2` , the number of nodes of the reduced
graph only grows linearly, as `S. Since the number of
nodes per sphere grows exponentially with the dimension
d, it follows that the number of nodes in Gi is linear in
the number of levels of the tree `, and exponential in
the number of dimensions d, that is, |Vi | = O(`2d ). As
a comparison, to solve the same problem on a uniform
grid, the graph would have O(2`d ) vertices.
1) Finding the reduced graph nodes: The complexity
of this step depends on the number of nodes of the tree
visited to find all the vertices in the reduced graph. It
can be easily shown that the worst case complexity of
this step is O(|Vi |).
2) Finding adjacency: Every pair of vertices is tested
for adjacency, so |Vi |(|Vi |−1)/2 tests are made. Thus the
complexity of this step is O(|Vi |2 ).
3) Finding the shortest path: If the A* algorithm is
used for this step, the complexity is O(|Ei | + |Vi | log |Vi |)
but |Ei | is bounded by a linear function of |Vi | because
the number of neighbors of a given hypercube is upper
bounded since the resolution is finite. Hence the complexity of this step is O(|Vi | log |Vi |).
C. Algorithm Parameter Tuning
There are three parameters that can be tuned in the
MSPP algorithm and which affect its performance: the
maximum depth of the tree `, the threshold α used to
calculate the reduced graph, and the threshold ε.
1) Maximum number of levels of the tree `: This
parameter determines at which level of detail the world
map is used and, subsequently, the resolution of the
smallest nodes of the resulting path.
2) Decomposition parameter α: The path constructed
by the algorithm should be a FIP. This is achieved by
choosing only the finest information nodes to be part of
the path. The following proposition gives a condition on
the parameter α ensuring that the neighbors of nki ,pi on
Gi are leafs of T .
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(a) α = 1
49 nodes

(b) α = 2
217 nodes

(c) α = 5
2377 nodes

Fig. 3: Reduced graph for different values of α. The
original space contains 287,496 nodes.

demonstrates some of the potential pitfalls of having a
short fine resolution horizon. In particular, the path is
not smooth exhibiting several zig-zags. This is owing to
the fact that if the vehicle is far from the wall, the wall
will not be resolved as an obstacle until the robot comes
closer. This may create a path that keeps zigzagging
near the wall as the robot tries different alternatives.
Nonetheless, the robot eventually finds a path to move
forward.

√
Proposition 5. Let α ≥ d /2. Then the selected nodes
neighboring the current node are finest information nodes,
that is, they are leafs of T .
Figure 3 shows the result of different values for α when
the point of interest is the corner of a cube (d = 3).
V. Application to a Mobile Robot
A. Maps Created From a Vision Sensor
In this section, we describe how we build a 3D multiresolution volumetric occupancy map of an environment from camera images, similarly to [10]. Given a
sequence of camera images, we first obtain a camera
path and a sparse 3D reconstruction by performing visual
SLAM [15], [14]. We model the 3D environment with
the data structure described in Section II. However,
unlike the traditional occupancy mapping work of [21],
[19], we do not assume that each voxel’s occupancy
onkj ,pj is independent of the other voxels. Instead, we
form a 3D conditional random field (CRF) [20] over the
voxel occupancy states {onkj ,pj } that enforces spatial
regularization over neighboring voxels as follows
P ({onkj ,pj }|D) =
Y
1 Y
ψu (onkj ,pj )
ψp (onkj ,pj ,onkm ,pm ),
Z(D) j

(3)

j,m∈N

where Z(D) is the partition function over the observed
data D, and ψu , ψp are unary and pairwise potentials [20]
described below. The unary potential ψu (onkj ,pj ) is defined over each voxel occupancy state onkj ,pj . We use
the sparse point cloud obtained from the visual SLAM
pipeline as range measurements to update the unary
terms in the same way as laser range measurements
are treated in traditional occupancy mapping framework [19], [21]. In (3) ψp (onkj ,pj , onkm ,pm ) is the pairwise potential, enforcing label consistency between two
neighboring voxels nkj ,pj and nkm ,pm falling into a given
neighborhood. We use a Potts potential [20] for ψp , which
takes a higher value when labels are the same, and has
a lower value when they are different, thus penalizing
dissimilar labels across neighboring voxels. The final
occupancy map is obtained by Maximum a Priori (MAP)
inference [9] over the CRF in (3).
Figure 4 shows the results of the map creation and the
planning at the same time applied to the CamVid [2] and
Leuven [11] datasets. The Leuven dataset, specifically,

(a) CamVid

(b) Leuven

Fig. 4: Results of the planning on the maps reconstructed
from the camera images

B. Real-time Application with Unknown Space Exploration
In this section, we present another application of the
MSPP algorithm in which the robot is equipped with a
laser range sensor and has to reach a known goal while
navigating inside an a priori unknown environment. We
use a real-time simulation environment which creates
strict constraints on runtime. The map is built from the
laser sensor measurements using Octomap [7], and it uses
an incremental method that is fast enough for real time
implementation. The MSPP algorithm is used to plan on
the partially unknown map, and replanning is done when
obstacles are detected along the current planned path.
We use the Gazebo simulation environment and the
Robotic Operating System (ROS) to communicate between the different modules of the simulator. The simulator provides the ground truth representation of the
world and integrates the dynamics of the robot based on
the received commands. Noisy laser measurements are
generated at 2Hz and the pose of the robot is sent at
100Hz. The Octomap server creates the tree T using the
measurements received, and sends the new map to the
planner. The planner checks whether the current planned
path is ε-feasible. If it is not ε-feasible it replans until it
finds one, and sends the solution to the path tracker as a
set of waypoints. Finally, the waypoint tracker generates
the motor commands from the current robot pose and
the computed waypoints.
The world used for the simulation is shown in Figure 5.
The robot starts at the center and the goal is the red ball.
The path is recalculated when a new goal is assigned, or
the current planned path is not ε-feasible any more on
the updated map. The computed path is subsequently
smoothed and is fed to the trajectory tracking module.
Figure 6 shows the result of the path smoothing.
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References

Fig. 5: Maze used for the simulation, the red ball represents the goal. The robot starts at the center of the
maze.

Figure 6 depicts some key frames of the results1 . The
benefits of using a multi-scale representation can be
seen since the unknown space is represented by nodes
encoding large regions of the environment, thus reducing
the size of the data kept in memory. The colored cubes
correspond to points measured by the laser sensor, and
clearly show the walls.

(a) Initial path

(b) First path recalculation

(c) Second path
recalculation

(d) Third path recalculation

(e) Fourth path
recalculation

(f) Goal reached

Fig. 6: Results of the mapping and planning simulation.

VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a multi-scale perception and
path-planning algorithm. The algorithm is shown to be
complete. The complexity of the algorithm is shown to
grow only linearly, while the size of the map grows exponentially. This allows the algorithm to be implemented
on large maps without excessive execution times. The
proposed algorithm seamlessly integrates multi-scale perception with multi-scale path planning. The results of the
algorithm are applied on 2D and 3D maps created from
a realistic multi-scale perception algorithm involving a
mobile robot navigating in an unknown environment.
1 A video of the results can be found in the multimedia attachments.
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